
Introducing 

Mobile Rack Repair 

By Hauser Business Enterprises 

 

Goal: To provide the newest and most efficient method of repairing returnable 

containers.  

Returnable containers are a necessary cornerstone of modern manufacturing. 

They must facilitate the movement of your products countless times over their 

long life spans. Over time these containers must be repaired due to damage or 

modified for continued use. 

Repair of returnable containers are often handled by outside entities. Currently 

this method necessitates facilitating logistical entities to move your containers 

from your facility to the proper facility for eventual repair. This timeline is 

inefficient both in terms of time and money. The timeline is in many cases many 

days longer than necessary due to shipment, unloading and movement to the 

repair station, reloading, and eventual shipment and unloading at your facility. In 

terms of cost you are paying for unnecessary logistics and the time it takes for 

your associates to facilitate this process. Our mobile division will allow you 

advantages in both respects.  



How does it work: Our mobile repair and modification unit will arrive at your 

facility fully prepared to repair or modify any durable container. This includes 

damage repair, welding, most modifications, grinding and finish work. Specialty 

items like dunnage may necessitate assessing and ordering of items before 

completion of repair.  Our unit is completely self-sustaining in terms of electrical 

power, tools, movement of containers, and space to complete this work. 

It will be safely cordoned off in an area that you choose. This includes appropriate 

safety materials such as cones and lighting. Due to the nature of this units’ self-

sustaining capabilities, there will be no cords or other materials that present a 

hazard to your associates.  

 

Timeline: Our mobile division is ready to work for you. We can provide services at 

pre-determined times, including weekly, monthly, or other pre-arranged times. 

Additionally, we will always strive to provide time critical repairs as needed as an 

on-call provider. 

What this means for your company is that your containers will be out of service 

for markedly less time, allowing you to return to full capacity more quickly. 

Lastly, because these services are provided at your facility, you will have the 

previously unavailable benefit of immediate feedback. This will provide you the 

satisfaction of knowing that the work is being done to your specifications without 



waiting for multiple containers to reach your facility, only to realize that they are 

not adequate for your needs. 

Safety and Legal Protection: Hauser Business Enterprises appreciates the need for 

safety in the modern work place. We carry all necessary insurances for on-the-job 

injuries to our employees. Our mobile units also have the required levels of fire 

and other workplace protections that would be expected of any business. 

Furthermore, we appreciate that this work will take place on your property. The 

work itself will be contained within our own unit, but accidents are not always 

entirely avoidable. Outside of training every associate that works in a mobile unit 

in the proper safety procedures necessary, we guarantee legal indemnification for 

you in the unfortunate occurrence of a work place injury. We will provide, prior to 

beginning any work on your containers, the proper legal documentation to 

provide you with the satisfaction of knowing that you are protected in every way 

possible. 

 



Overview: Mobile repair and modification is the newest, 

most efficient, and sensible service to repair your mobile 

containers. In addition to shortening the timeline that 

your materials are out of service, this work provides 

immediate feedback that allows you to make on the fly 

changes to suit your needs. 

About us: Hauser Business Enterprises provides only the 

highest level of service and satisfaction to our customers. 

We will provide you the necessary services at the right 

cost, the right time, and the right way. Our history of 

service is exemplary and we constantly strive to ensure 

that our customers understand that no one else is 

capable of providing them the same level of sustained 

satisfaction that we can. 

Hauser Business Enterprises is a certified Woman Owned Business Entity. This 

means that when you use our services your company is sourcing a minority entity 

that also provides the same high level of service you would expect of anyone else. 

The following is a list of equipment included in repair unit: 

Forklift 

Generator 

Horizontal band saw 

Drill Press 

12 ton hydraulic press 

Welder 

Grinder 

Torch Set 

Miscellaneous hand tools; such as clamps, hammers, etc… 


